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Healthcare providers and institutions are on the front lines in the battle against the novel coronavirus (COVID19), but the impacts of this public health crisis extend well beyond emergency patient care. As the pandemic
progresses, many clinical trials will be postponed or canceled as a result of patient safety concerns, community
health requirements, travel restrictions, a lack of resources, redeployment of staff, and disruptions to supply
chains (including investigational products). As oversight authorities and sponsors work quickly to publish
guidance regarding the immediate impacts to clinical trials, clinical trial sites and investigators should
implement plans to assess the viability of ongoing and upcoming trials, implement and document necessary trial
changes, and communicate with participants and sponsors.
Determine Which Trials Will Continue
Complex overlapping issues will impact the viability of many trials. Some trials might continue during the
pandemic while others may not, depending on trial-specific risks and benefits to participants and staff, local
community public health guidelines, site resources, trial design, sponsor capabilities and preferences, and
protocol requirements. At present, there is no consensus regarding which trials should continue during the
pandemic (other than COVID-19 research). However, several government agencies and accreditation
organizations have communicated recommendations and interim policies to describe their positions and
response strategies. On March 16, 2020, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) published “Guidance for NIHfunded Clinical Trials and Human Subjects Studies Affected by COVID-19.”i On March 18, 2020, the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) published a final version of nonbinding guidance titled “FDA Guidance on
Conduct of Clinical Trials of Medical Products during COVID-19 Pandemic” for sponsors, investigators, and
Institutional Review Boards (IRBs),ii and on March 27, 2020, the FDA updated that guidance with FAQs.iii On
March 20, 2020 the Association for the Accreditation of Human Research Protection Programs (AAHRPP)
published “Guidance on HRPP Response to COVID-19” for those involved in human subjects research
protection programs.iv On the same day, the European Commission published “Guidance on the Management
of Clinical Trials during the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic.”v
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While all of these organizations stressed the significance of protecting the safety of participants, none provided
an explicit framework for deciding which trials may or should continue during the pandemic. As individual sites
and investigators comprehensively analyze whether to continue a particular trial, they might consider how other
sites have established criteria for that decision.vi While the FDA and AAHRPP both noted that ensuring the
safety of trial participants is “paramount,” if sites and investigators will continue with some trials, they should
immediately prepare to implement appropriate changes.
Implement and Document Appropriate Changes for Continuing Trials
To enact appropriate changes, it may be necessary to develop new processes, deviate from existing trial
protocols, and revise or draft institutional policies to safely and effectively proceed with clinical trials. The
primary goal of implementing such changes should be to ensure the safety of participants, trial personnel, and
the community.vii However, sites and investigators should also consider whether the changes will allow them to
maintain good clinical practice (GCP) compliance and protect trial integrity.viii
Sites and investigators should also take into account that the reviewing IRB must review changes to the
protocol. Although IRBs typically review and approve trial protocol changes before they are implemented,
there may be compelling reasons to immediately implement some changes “to eliminate apparent immediate
hazards” to participants.ix Fortunately, AAHRPP and some IRBs have indicated that there will be increased
cooperation and flexibility in processing requests for changes and reviewing changes already implemented. Not
all changes require a formal amendment to the trial protocol.x
Sites and investigators should not forget to document trial changes appropriately. The FDA noted that
investigators should be prepared to document “how restrictions related to COVID-19 led to the changes in study
conduct and [the] duration of those changes and indicate which trial participants were impacted and how those
trial participants were impacted.”xi Sites and investigators should also plan to keep a record of all participants
affected by COVID-19 in the trial “by unique subject number identifier,” as well as document how the
individual’s participation in the trial changed as a result of COVID-19.xii In addition, if the impact of COVID19 results in “missing protocol-specific information” from trial records, “specific” information should be
captured in the case report form and summarized in the trial report to explain the reason for the missing
information.xiii The FDA also recommends that sites and investigators (and sponsors and IRBs) establish new
or amend existing policies and procedures to address changes due to COVID-19.xiv
Communicate Trial Changes
As the COVID-19 crises evolves, sites and investigators should immediately and regularly communicate with
trial sponsors. It is also important that sites and investigators communicate with trial participants to convey
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information about changes to the trial. The AAHRPP suggests that IRBs should be “flexible in [reviewing] how
researchers notify participants of changes to research.”xv
Conclusion
Most areas of daily life have been significantly impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, and this includes the
conduct of clinical trials. To protect the health and safety of trial participants, staff, and the community, sites
and investigators must be simultaneously rigorous and flexible. Sites and investigators should develop criteria
for determining whether or not to proceed with a current or proposed study, vet changes through the appropriate
bodies, document policies and process changes, and communicate changes with sponsors and participants.
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